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With the development of electrical stimulation technology, traditional transcranial
alternating current stimulation (tACS) technology has been found to have the drawback
of not targeting a specific area accurately. Studies have shown that optimizing the
number and position of electrodes during electrical stimulation has a very good effect on
enhancing brain stimulation accuracy. At present, an increasing number of laboratories
have begun to optimize tACS. However, there has been no study summarizing the
optimization methods of tACS. Determining whether different optimization methods
are effective and the optimization approach could provide information that could
guide future tACS research. We describe the results of recent research on tACS
optimization and integrate the optimization approaches of tACS in recent research.
Optimization approaches can be classified into two groups: high-definition electrical
stimulation and interference modulation electrical stimulation. The optimization methods
can be divided into five categories: high-definition tACS, phase-shifted tACS, amplitude-
modulated tACS, the temporally interfering (TI) method, and the intersectional short pulse
(ISP) method. Finally, we summarize the latest research on hardware useful for tACS
improvement and outline future directions.

Keywords: transcranial alternating current stimulation, high definition electrical stimulation, phase-shifted tACS,
amplitude modulated tACS, temporally interfering method, intersectional short pulse method

INTRODUCTION

Transcranial electrical stimulation is an established option for inducing neuroplasticity
and modulating cortical function. At present, transcranial alternating current stimulation
(tACS) as a method to regulate intrinsic nerve concussion by applying a weak alternating
electric field has attracted increasing attention (Dayan et al., 2013). The two most important
factors affecting the clinical application of tACS are the limited intensity of stimulation
and the difficulty of accurately focusing the stimulating electric field. This is also a
common problem of transcranial electrical stimulation. A large part of the current injected
during electrical stimulation will be shunted by the scalp, bypassing the brain completely
and limiting the electric field intensity of the target area (Dmochowski et al., 2011).
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In view of this disadvantage, optimizing the number and position
of electrodes is an effective means. Different studies have
proven that changing electrode properties or changing current
properties can improve the degree of focus during stimulation
(Huang and Parra, 2018; Saturnino et al., 2019). At present, the
common optimization methods for tACS can be divided into
high-definition electrical stimulation methods and interference
modulation methods. The high-definition electrical stimulation
method replaces large electrodes placed in anatomical order with
several small electrodes to enhance the focus effect (Kuo et al.,
2013; Reinhart, 2017). The interference modulation method
generates a specific waveform at a specific position in the brain
through the mutual interference of two or more electrode signals
to meet the requirements of non-invasive deep brain stimulation
(Grossman et al., 2017; Kasten et al., 2018; Alekseichuk et al.,
2019b). Therefore, the main purpose of this review is to
discuss the differences of the above tACS optimization methods
to compare the effects of different improvement methods in
neuromodulation.

Herein, we review all studies that have applied optimized
tACS methods to provide a comprehensive perspective of past
and current research. Then, we assess the possible differences
between these specific electrical stimulation schemes, which
can help to determine the potential therapeutic effects of
different electrical stimulation methods in future studies. In
addition, because high-definition electrical stimulation has a
specific demand for electrode materials and other characteristics
and because interference modulation sometimes requires a
high-frequency waveform or other specific waveforms, this
review also discusses some hardware that can be used in these
improved stimulators.

OPTIMIZATION OF tACS

In recent years, because cathode/anode/double electrode
stimulation cannot effectively control the stimulation focus and
intensity, people have begun to change the electrode position and
current properties to optimize focus and achieve higher-intensity
stimulation (Douglas et al., 2015). Because of the dispersion
of electric currents in biological tissues, it is challenging to
achieve high spatial precision. The stimulation region of tACS
(Figure 1A) is also constrained to the area under the stimulation
electrode, and the stimulation to the brain is diffuse; that is, it
is impossible to achieve precise stimulation for a certain deep
brain region. After studying the stimulation electrodes and
stimulation current of tACS, the improvements can be divided
into the following two types. One improvement is to simply
split the large electrode into several small electrodes during
stimulation to enhance the focusing effect by the joint action of
several small electrodes, which is called high-definition electrical
stimulation (HD-tACS; Figure 1B). Another improvement is
achieved by changing the stimulated current mode to optimize
the focus and enhance the intensity of electrical stimulation; we
call this version interference modulation electrical stimulation.
Interference-modulated electrical stimulation can be divided
into five types: phase-shifted tACS (Figure 1C), amplitude-
modulated tACS (AM-tACS; Figure 1D), the temporally

interfering (TI) method (Figure 1E), and the intersectional short
pulse (ISP) method (Figure 1F).

High-Definition Electrical Stimulation
The principle of HD-tACS, like that of tACS, is stimulation of a
single brain region. Its principle is to enhance the amplitude of
brain electrical signals in a specific frequency band by coupling
the frequency of the stimulating current with the frequency of
neuronal activity in the brain to achieve an intervention effect.
As shown in Figure 2, HD-tACS applies a constant amplitude
of weak current to the brain mediated by electrodes attached
to the scalp. Then, it can change the electrical activity of the
brain and achieve neural regulation of the brain. Blue electrodes
are connected with the positive current source, and the black
electrode is connected with the negative current source, or vice
versa. The typical stimulation parameters were the same as the
tACS stimulation parameters, which were a 1–2 mA stimulation
current, alpha band or theta band stimulation frequency, and
continuous stimulation for 20 min. Based on the available
literature, we summarized the parameters of high-definition
electrical stimulation in different groups, as shown in Table 1.

According to the location of stimulation, HD-tACS
can be divided into unilateral stimulation and bilateral
stimulation. High-amplitude focused unilateral tACS can
lead to physiological tremor (Khatoun et al., 2018). This is
also the effective mechanism of HD-tACS. In the theta band,
6 Hz is a commonly used stimulus frequency. Unilateral
HD-tACS of 6 Hz on the medial frontal cortex (MFC) and left
prefrontal cortex (LPFC) can influence executive function by
regulating the coupling of theta waves in the distal frontal cortex
(Reinhart, 2017). Pertinently, unilateral HD-tACS of 6 Hz can
also affect visual spatial working memory by reducing the phase
connectivity between the MFC and LPFC (Alekseichuk et al.,
2017). In addition, unilateral HD-tACS has also been proven
to be able to improve learning according to the brain state and
improve associative memory (AM) performance (Nguyen et al.,
2018; Lang et al., 2019). In addition to the commonly used 6-Hz
frequency stimulation, people have also studied stimulation
at other frequencies. Unilateral HD-tACS (4 Hz) on the right
posterior region of the brain can enhance long-term recognition
memory (Alekseichuk et al., 2019c). HD-tACS (10 Hz) of
the parietal lobe influences top-down control of auditory
spatial attention and can also cause electrophysiological and
hemodynamic changes in the motor network of the brain (Berger
et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2019). HD-tACS (20 Hz) in theM1 region
can induce NMDAR-mediated motor cortex plasticity. Aside
from the use of bilateral stimuli and the replacement of standard
rectangular electrodes with ring electrodes, which has been
shown to improve the focus and efficiency of stimuli, there are
few studies on bilateral HD-tACS (Datta et al., 2009; Saturnino
et al., 2015; Heise et al., 2016). Zoefel found that HD-tACS
modulates language perception, but only in the case of bilateral
stimulation with a circular electrode (rather than unilateral left
hemispheric stimulation with a square electrode; Zoefel et al.,
2019). Similar to 6-Hz unilateral HD-tACS, 40-Hz bilateral
HD-tACS can also modulate the interhemispheric gamma
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FIGURE 1 | (A) In traditional tACS, the position of the electrode is determined by the location of the stimulation. (B) HD-tACS; blue regions are the anodes, and the
black region is the cathode. (C) Phase-shifted tACS; blue regions are the anodes, and the black region is the common cathode; the stimuli exerted by the two blue
electrodes are only different in phase. (D) AM-tACS; blue regions are the anodes and the black region is the common cathode; the stimuli exerted by the two blue
electrodes are, respectively, the envelope wave and the modulated wave. (E) Temporally interfering (TI) stimulation; the blue and black regions are two pairs of
electrodes with different high-frequency electrical stimulations. (F) Intersectional short pulse (ISP) stimulation; a pair of electrodes at both ends of each arrow, and the
stimulation time of each pair of electrodes is different.

frequency band of perceptual correlation and other neural
activities (Helfrich et al., 2014; Schwab et al., 2019).

Recently, the shape and number of electrodes of HD-tACS
have been gradually optimized; the traditional 4 × 1 electrode
placement method and traditional circular electrodes are
no longer used. Lafon compared the effects of trapezoidal
electrodes, strip electrodes, grid electrodes, and depth electrodes,
as well as unilateral tACS stimulation and bilateral tACS
stimulation. However, the author did not obtain a significant
result in this comparison (Lafon et al., 2017). In other words,
although HD-tACS can improve the stimulation effect, the
electrode shape used for HD-tACS and unilateral or multiple
HD stimulation have no effect on the final stimulation effect. In
addition, some researchers have explored the stimulation mode
of 2 × 6 electrodes and reversed-phase eight electrodes, but
their good effects have not been obtained (Tomer et al., 2018;
Popp et al., 2019). In other words, the number of electrodes in
HD-tACS has no effect on the final effect of stimulation. From
the above research, the number of electrodes, the shape of the
electrode, and the stimulation mode have no significant effect on
the final stimulation effect; therefore, why the effect of HD-tACS
is better than that of ordinary tACS is still a question worth
studying.

Interference Modulation Electrical
Stimulation
In addition to simply replacing the large electrode with several
small electrodes, people have also improved the tACS from
the perspectives of the amplitude, frequency, and phase of
the stimulating current. The optimization of these aspects can
be called interference modulation. Interference modulation is
a way to make the stimulation signals of two or multiple
electrodes interfere with each other to modulate the signal
into a specific waveform at a specific region. At present,
the main methods to achieve accurate stimulation through
interference modulation are phase-shifted tACS, AM-tACS,
TI stimulation, and ISP stimulation. Based on the available
literature, we summarized the parameters of interference
modulation electrical stimulation in different groups, as shown
in Table 2.

Phase-Shifted tACS
If we improve the tACS of traditional single brain regions,
it is easy to think of a way to increase the number of brain
regions stimulated by electrical stimulation. Therefore, when
double brain region stimulation occurs, even if the two AC
signals have the same amplitude and frequency, the phase of
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of HD-tACS.

transcranial stimulation is difficult to guarantee. The application
of tACS in multiple brain regions depends on the assumption
that the phase shift between stimulus currents can be linearly
transformed into the phase difference between electric fields
generated in various locations of the brain (Alekseichuk et al.,
2019b). This hypothesis has been proven to be suitable only
for the case of double electrodes (Opitz et al., 2016), and
phase-shifted tACS was proposed on this basis. Phase-shifted
tACS is essentially the stimulation of two brain regions. It
is mainly used to change the connectivity of various brain
regions. The principle, like tACS, is to interfere with brain
electrical signals in a particular frequency band by applying
the frequency of the stimulating electrode. At the same time,
due to the difference in the phase of the stimulation current,
phase-shifted tACS is influenced by the interval between the
activation time of different stimulation regions; that is, different
stimulation regions are activated in turn according to the
phase of the stimulation, thus affecting the connectivity of each
stimulated region of the brain. As shown in Figure 3, two
blue stimulation electrodes cover two target brain regions, and
a third black electrode acts as a return electrode outside the
region of interest (Alekseichuk et al., 2019c). The typical stimulus
parameters are the same as those of tACS and HD-tACS; the
only disparity is that the phase difference of the two stimulus
signals is 0◦–360◦ (usually the difference is between 180◦ and
90◦). Several teams have adopted this concept (Violante et al.,
2017; Tseng et al., 2018) or optimized it (Ströber et al., 2014;
Alekseichuk et al., 2017). Recently, Alekseichuk studied different
phases of phase-shifted tACS and found that multielectrode
and polyphase tACS can produce ‘‘traveling wave’’ stimuli.
The location of the largest stimulus changes with time, and
the magnitude of the electric field is different under different
stimulation phases (Alekseichuk et al., 2019b). However, the
study of Alekseichuk also has some shortcomings. Kadir pointed
out that in some phase changes and delays, nerve stimulation has

the same effect as sham stimulation. This requires us to further
subdivide the phase differences between stimuli (Kadir et al.,
2020).

Amplitude Modulation tACS
From phase-shifted tACS, we wonder if the electrodes
are placed in the same way, can the electrodes stimulate
the same brain region? Combined with the knowledge of
FM and AM in the field of communication, Bachinger
proposed the concept of power synchronous tACS; that is,
the tACS signal fluctuates in amplitude according to the
power envelope of the lower frequency signal (1 Hz). Power
synchronous tACS significantly increases the connectivity of
rs-fMRI in the stimulated resting state network (Bächinger
et al., 2017). Based on this study, the concept of amplitude
modulation transcranial alternating current stimulation
(AM-tACS) was proposed. It is a new method to suppress
stimulation artifacts (Kasten et al., 2018). The principle
of this stimulation method is exactly the same as that of
tACS, but it is convenient for us to deal with the artifacts
of the collected signals. As shown in Figure 4. AM-tACS
and phase-shifted tACS are the same. They require the
placement of three electrodes. The difference lies in the
frequency of stimulus signals. In scientific research, it is
often the goal to collect the subjects’ EEG data at the
same time as electrical stimulation. However, when tACS
stimulation and EEG acquisition are carried out at the
same time, the artifact of electrical stimulation seriously
interferes with the collected EEG, and the actual EEG signal
is submerged by stimulation artifacts; that is, it is difficult
to simultaneously collect traditional tACS and EEG data
simultaneously (Negahbani et al., 2018). The principle of
AM-tACS is that a low-frequency envelope is caused by the
interference of two sine waves of different frequencies. The
typical stimulation parameter of AM-tACS is continuous
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of phase-shifted tACS.

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of AM-tACS.

stimulation for 20 min by a 1- to 2-mA current. AM-tACS
is mainly used in the study of brain function rather than
clinical treatment. At present, whether it can effectively reduce
the influence of artifacts on signal processing is still under
discussion.

TI Stimulation
If the frequency of AM-tACS is further increased to the kHz
level and the return electrodes of AM-tACS are separated, then
the configuration is the embryonic form of TI stimulation
(Figure 5). Grossman verified the TI stimulation technique
through a series of experiments. By detecting the expression
of c-fos protein in the brains of mice after TI stimulation,
it was verified that TI stimulation could stimulate the deep
part of the brain without affecting the cerebral cortex. Then,
the ability to control and focus the spatial position of TI
stimulation was verified in in vivo experiments (Grossman
et al., 2017). The principle of TI stimulation lies in the

high-frequency non-response characteristics of neurons verified
by Grossman. What truly affects the neurons in the brain
is not the two high-frequency electrical signals applied but
a low-frequency electrical signal obtained by coupling two
high-frequency electrical signals. This low-frequency electrical
signal can affect the activity of the brain electrical signal
corresponding to its frequency. Since the development of this
technique, although there have been many studies on TI
stimulation modeling, there have been few animal experiments.
Moreover, whether the depth of TI stimulation can reach
the centimeter level needs to be verified, and there is no
research on the application of TI stimulation to the human
body. More research is still needed at the mechanism level
on aspects such as whether the high-frequency non-response
phenomenon is correct (Opitz et al., 2017). At present,
TI stimulation methods are mainly used in modeling and
animal experiments; even animal experiments are rarely
discussed, which shows that TI stimulation methods still
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FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of temporally interfering (TI) stimulation.

have a long way to go in the transition from research to
application.

Intersectional Short Pulse Stimulation
From phase-shifted tACS, we found that different phases of tACS
are effective. Regarding the TI stimulation mode, we found that
the two groups of electrodes can stimulate the same position by
setting the electrode position and stimulation parameters. What
would happen if we did not add brain regions to be stimulated,
but instead used stimulating signals of different phases at
the same point at different times? Transcranial stimulation
at different times means that each electrode position is not
stimulated for a long time, so we can increase the intensity
of stimulation on the electrode in each cycle without having
too much of an effect on the cortex of the electrode location.
Therefore, the brain can withstand higher-intensity stimulation.
ISP stimulation is an improved method based on this idea.
Its working principle is the same as that of ordinary tACS;
that is, the frequency of electrical signal application affects the
discharge activity of neurons in the same channel in the brain.
The main improvement of ISP stimulation is that a complete
stimulation cycle is divided into several parts, each of which is
completed by a pair of electrodes. By increasing the stimulation
electrodes, the discharge time of each stimulation electrode in
the skin is reduced, thus reducing all kinds of adverse effects
that may be caused by stimulation of the skin for a long
time by current. The schematic diagram of ISP stimulation
is shown in Figure 6. Multiple electrode pairs are used to
alternately transmit stimulation current, and the surface layer
of the brain is stimulated discontinuously in time, so even the
use of high-amplitude current stimulation does not cause safety
problems. On the other hand, if the stimulation positions of
each electrode in the deep part of the brain overlap, the deep
part of the brain receives continuous stimulation in time and

undergoes high-intensity stimulation. Because ISP stimulation is
still in the research stage, its application frequency and amplitude
are still in the research stage, but its application stimulation
amplitude is much larger than that of traditional tACS; in
human experiments, the ISP stimulation amplitude can reach
7 mA (although dizziness occurs). Vöröslakos demonstrated the
regional specificity of this newmethod in rodents; that is, neuron
circuits are transiently affected by higher-intensity currents
compared to those used in traditional schemes (Vöröslakos et al.,
2018). However, 1-Hz ISP is not comfortable when applied to
people and seems to lack a long-term post-stimulation effect
(Widge, 2018).

COMPUTER STIMULATION

Experiments are only part of the verification of the
abovementioned optimization methods, and there are many
studies that have explored the method and effect of optimization
through computer simulation to explain the mechanism of
optimization methods. Different models were established
to determine whether electrical stimulation was effective
and to optimize the number of electrodes and electrode
arrangement (Morales-Quezada et al., 2019). Aberra established
a computational model of human and rat cortical neurons to
simulate the neural response of the cerebral cortex stimulated
by electromagnetic fields (Aberra et al., 2018). Cakan and
Obermayer (2020) used a simplified mean field model of
adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire (AdEx) neurons to
discuss the effects of electrical stimulation on large nerve
populations (Cakan and Obermayer, 2020). At the same time, we
should also note that computer simulation is useful but has many
limitations. For example, they made assumptions about tissue
conductivity, but different hypothetical values may lead to very
different results in the size of the electric field (Laakso et al., 2015;
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FIGURE 6 | Schematic diagram of intersectional short pulse (ISP) stimulation.

Saturnino et al., 2015). Other factors that change the electric field
include anatomical variations in functional connectivity and
individual variability (Laakso et al., 2016). In addition, because
different neurons have different excitability, the interaction
between these neurons and extracellular stimulation is complex.
Therefore, the biological mechanism of neuroregulatory
methods such as tACS is not completely clear (Cubo et al., 2018),
and many factors need to be analyzed to understand the effect
of a given brain stimulation approach (Karimi et al., 2019).
Therefore, this section summarizes the computer simulation
results of electrode parameters, high-definition electrical
stimulation, and interference modulation stimulation.

Simulation of Electrode Parameters
The position and shape of the electrode have been proven
to be directly related to the focus of electrical stimulation
(Dmochowski et al., 2011; Bikson et al., 2013). Due to the uneven
distribution of current or the shunt of current on the skin, it is
very difficult to ensure the accurate placement of electrodes with
sufficient distance between electrodes. This requires us to solve
this problem through computer simulation technology.

Studies have shown that only focus montages such as
circular montages or high-definition montages can specifically
manipulate the phase relationship between two target regions
without injecting unwanted electric fields into other regions
(Saturnino et al., 2017; Karabanov et al., 2019). Moreover, the
more electrode pairs there are, the more the activation region
can be targeted accurately (Karimi et al., 2019). Compared with
the classical electrode montage, the ring electrode montage can

stimulate the target region more intensively and significantly
reduce neurosensory side effects (Heise et al., 2016). In addition,
studies found that circular electrodes have a better restraining
effect on the electric field distribution of different phantom layers
than rectangular electrodes (Morales-Quezada et al., 2019).

High-Definition Electrical Stimulation
tACS can regulate the intrinsic neural activity of the brain
by injecting a weak current into the electrodes connected to
the scalp. High-resolution computational models show that
cerebrospinal fluid conducts electricity to ‘‘hot spots’’, depending
on the specific anatomy of the skull and the specific folding of
the brain; these features are not immediately visible from the
location of the electrodes on the scalp (Datta et al., 2009, 2011).
Pertinently, although the weak electric field with an intensity of
1 V/m usually used in tACS experiments has only a small effect
on the membrane potential of a single neuron (Radman et al.,
2009), the effect on the dynamics of the network may be quite
significant; this effect has also been observed in an experiment
(Francis et al., 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to model and
optimize HD-tACS stimulation so that it can be applied more
accurately (Dmochowski et al., 2011).

Ruffini first described a method of optimizing a multi-
focus TES structure by the least square method and extended
the application of this method from HD-tDCS to HD-tACS
(Ruffini et al., 2014). Then, more people optimized HD-
tACS. Cancelli used the finite element method to simulate
the focus and intensity of different numbers of electrodes
at the head and found that using only 2–8 electrodes can
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achieve reasonable target positioning, which provides theoretical
support for the optimization of HD-tACS (Cancelli et al., 2016).
During computer simulation, people found that during electrical
stimulation, the electric field attenuation of the skin was several
times larger than that of the skull, and they predicted that an
electrical conductivity of 0.57 S/m would be the global value of
the whole brain (Asan et al., 2019).

Subsequently, people have studied bilateral HD-tACS.
Saturnino proposed an optimized HD-tACS electrode montage,
which can better target the same region in both positive and
negative phase conditions (Saturnino et al., 2017). Alekseichuk
estimated the electric field of three different HD-tACS montages
using real mouse, monkey, and human finite element models
(Alekseichuk et al., 2019c). They found that the electric field
intensity induced by HD-tACS is different in different samples,
and the results they set up were consistent with those in the
human experimental literature (Antal et al., 2017; Grossman
et al., 2018).

Interference Modulation Electrical
Stimulation
The case of interference modulation is more complex because the
principle of interference modulation is that two or more signals
influence each other to produce the desired waveform. There
are two areas that need modeling and verification. Whether two
or more signals can correctly interfere with each other in the
brain to become the signal we want is an important aspect of this
method. It is unclear how the electrodes should be arranged so
that the position of the interference modulation can be accurately
controlled.

The main advantage of AM-tACS is that it can reduce
stimulus artifacts. However, the basic mechanism of the
involvement of AM-tACS waveforms in neuronal targets is still
unclear. Ehsan used a computational model of the cerebral cortex
to study how AM-tACS modulates endogenous oscillations and
found that AM-tACS needs a much higher current intensity
than the unmodulated tACS waveform to achieve obvious
phase synchronization (Negahbani et al., 2018). In addition,
AM-tACS theoretically does not need power at its modulation
frequency, which avoids the problem of spectrum overlap
between brain signals of interest and stimulus artifacts. However,
through computer simulation, Kasten found that even the weak
nonlinearity of the stimulation and recording hardware also lead
to disordered modulation of the frequency and its harmonics,
and artifacts are still present in the stimulation process (Kasten
et al., 2018). Therefore, in view of the artifacts still existing in
AM-tACS, David successfully separated the stimulus artifacts in
AM-tACS through a real-time compatible artifact suppression
algorithm and verified it in seven healthy volunteers (Haslacher
et al., 2020).

As a new type of non-invasive deep brain stimulation,
TI stimulation has attracted much attention. The study of
TI stimulation is being promoted in different ways. Lee
demonstrated the effectiveness of the TI method and its
feasibility in detecting relatively large electrical conductivities
in human tissues by numerical and experimental results (Lee
et al., 2018). Cao simulated the membrane potential response

of neurons to TI stimulation through the HH model (Cao and
Grover, 2020). Furthermore, Cao and Xiao simulated multi-
electrode TI stimulation to explain a series of principal problems
regarding interference current and spatial resolution (Xiao et al.,
2018; Cao and Grover, 2020). However, their research still has
some shortcomings in the physiological model. The HH model
was also used to determine whether TI stimulation is effective for
all types of neurons or whether it is the network mechanism that
makes TI stimulation possible (rather than individual neuron
dynamics; Cao and Grover, 2018).

After the verification of TI stimulation, people began
to optimize it from different aspects. Lee optimized the
configuration of scalp electrodes and injected current during
TI stimulation to provide the maximum deep brain stimulation
current (Lee et al., 2020). Rampersad proposed an optimal
four-electrode current mode to maximize the TI electric field
in the globus pallidus (0.37 V/m), hippocampus (0.24 V/m),
and motor cortex (0.57 V/m; Rampersad et al., 2019). On
the basis of TI stimulation, Zhu introduced and verified the
concept of multi-point time interference (MTI) stimulation,
which can stimulate multiple nodes in the brain network at
the same time to regulate the function of the network (Zhu
et al., 2019). Focusing on the uniform model with two and
four electrode pairs, Karimi proposed two automatic algorithms
for estimating stimulus parameters using an artificial neural
network (ANN; Karimi et al., 2019). Based on TI stimulation, Cao
studied themechanisms of two-electrode-pair TI stimulation and
then proposed ‘‘Spatio-Temporal Interference-based Stimulation
Focusing Strategies’’ (STIMULUS) to improve the spatial
precision of stimulation (Cao and Grover, 2020). Song simulated
the typical electrode configurations of opposite electrodes and
cross electrodes. The results show that the envelope modulation
amplitude distribution of different electrode configurations is
different in the same electric field direction (Song et al., 2019).

There are few studies on ISP stimulation and phase-shifted
tACS. The main result of phase-shifted tACS is shown in ‘‘Phase-
Shifted tACS’’ section. In addition, studies have confirmed that
the three optimized methods (HD-tACS, TI, and ISP) are largely
equivalent in maximizing the intensity or focus of the desired
target position (Huang and Parra, 2018).

HARDWARE

Due to the particularity of the number of electrodes and
stimulation signals of the above optimized electrical stimulation,
in many cases, even if the modeling is smooth, there will be a
variety of unpredictable situations due to hardware constraints
in the actual experimental process. In this section, we summarize
the recent innovations in electrical stimulation hardware and
try to associate them with the above electrical stimulation (HD-
tACS, phase-shifted tACS, AM-tACS, TI, and ISP) to provide
some ideas for better applications of these electrical stimulations.

For HD-tACS, the stimulation effect is different with
different capacitance structures. Therefore, Dos Santos proposed
a coplanar capacitive electrode structure. This capacitance
technology can generate a large number of different stimuli by
changing waveforms, amplitudes, frequencies, and cycles (Dos
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Santos et al., 2019). The interference modulation method is very
suitable for the standard low-voltage CMOS process. At the same
time, the HD-tACS electrode can also be designed with new
composite materials. Spyropoulos proposed a plant composite
electrode material based on aloe hydrogels and conductive
polymers. The authors found that the biocompatibility and
stability of these electrodes were better than those of traditional
electrodes by placing this electrode on rat skulls (Spyropoulos
et al., 2019a).

High-frequency stimuli with frequencies ≥1 kHz have
received increasing interest in neuroregulation because their
physiological and clinical features suggest a mechanism of
unconventional nerve stimulation (Noori and Neel, 2018;
Thomson et al., 2018). Traditional stimulus voltage and
current isolators do not support the generation of such
waveforms because they introduce biases. Fallahrad illustrates a
custom device design that supports reliable electrophysiological
recording during kHz frequency stimulation (Fallahrad et al.,
2019). At high frequencies (for example, 2 kHz), scalp impedance
is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of
conventional stimulation (5–200 Hz; Pazhouhandeh et al.,
2019). This is also a research direction for TI stimulation. In
addition, Spyropoulos introduced an internal ion-gated organic
electrochemical transistor (IGT), which can be locally magnified
directly at the device–scalp interface. This IGT can reduce the
contact size by five orders of magnitude, and the equipment can
be easily installed between hair follicles, which greatly simplifies
placement. If we want to make electrical stimulators safe, suitable
for long-term implantation, or wearable in the future, this kind of
IGT will have good application (Spyropoulos et al., 2019b).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE

Existing Problems or Challenges
To date, the current research progress of these different
electrical stimulation methods is also different. Based on
the available literature, we summarized the characteristics of
different improvements and their advantages and disadvantages,
as shown in Table 3. There is no conclusive evidence that
transcranial electrical stimulation can damage brain tissue or
cognitive function. However, there are still many challenges that
need to be overcome in the clinical application of these improved
methods. Because tACS is basically a non-invasive form of brain
stimulation, some researchers question whether this method can
truly work in the larger human brain as tissue size increases. The
applied current intensity may need to be very high. If this is true,
people will probably have to undergo percutaneous puncture
under anesthesia for proper stimulation, limiting the potential
application to some extent (Caulfield and George, 2018).

Doubts about HD-tACS are the same as those about tACS
because high-definition electrical stimulation only enhances the
focus of stimulation; otherwise, the principle is the same as that of
tACS. The mechanism of this kind of electrical stimulation may
involve various synaptic and non-synaptic effects on neurons,
non-neuronal cells, and tissues of the central nervous system, and
it requires further exploration (Brunoni et al., 2012).

For interfering modulation, there is little research on
modeling in AM-tACS, and no articles had been published on
human experiments until this year. This makes people doubt
the effectiveness of this method. However, most related studies
have reported that AM-tACS does not completely prevent the
interference of artifacts as it was expected to do. Therefore,
AM-tACS research and traditional tACS research may also
be plagued by artifacts; this may also be a future research
direction of AM-tACS. For phase-shifted tACS, the main
problem is whether it can achieve the effect of computational
simulation in vivo; this aspect remains to be studied. For TI
stimulation, the main problems are as follows. One problem is
that it is unclear how to change the electric field distribution
when the input currents of the two electrode pairs are
not equal. Another problem is that whether the quasi-static
hypothesis of basic physics is applicable to stimuli in the
range of kHz must be verified (Huang and Parra, 2018).
ISP stimulation faces the same problem as TI stimulation.
In addition, many of the above stimulation methods are
only used in animal research but not in the clinic, mainly
because the depth of these stimulation methods has not been
verified. Normal tACS can be seen as a diffuse stimulus, and
these improvements can be seen as non-invasive deep brain
stimulation. Therefore, we do not know whether the interference
of electrical stimulation can be extended to the human brain,
which is approximately 1,400 times the size of a mouse brain.
Whether the neural elements in the stimulation pathway are truly
unaffected in the larger brain remains to be determined (Lozano,
2017).

Dose and Safety
Researchers should also try to understand the best therapeutic
‘‘dosage’’ of electrical stimulation. The concept of electrical
stimulation ‘‘dosage’’ was first proposed by Nitsche and Paulus
(2000) and various dose options also make it difficult to
determine the optimal choice. For high-definition electrical
stimulation, cortical areas exposed to high-dose electrical
stimulation may be more likely to be modulated. However, other
less controllable factors, such as skin and skull resistance, may
also affect the effective flow of electricity to neuronal tissue. In
the study of human transcranial electrical stimulation, the field
intensity of a 1-mA current is between 0.2 V/m and 0.5 mV/m
when it reaches the target site (Opitz et al., 2016; Huang
et al., 2017). This magnitude of field strength is considered
to be the minimum required for the human body to produce
measurable physiological effects in neurons. A recent in vitro
study showed that the skull and soft tissue around the brain
diverted approximately 60% of the injected current 75% away
from the brain (Vöröslakos et al., 2018). According to this
study, the current administered to the brain in tACS is too
low to directly produce measurable physiological effects but
may affect the brain through rhythmic resonance (de Berker
et al., 2013). Therefore, whether to increase the dose of electrical
stimulation in future research and studying the effect of the
dose of electrical stimulation are also important directions of
future research on the mechanism of transcranial electrical
stimulation.
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TABLE 1 | High-definition electrical stimulation.

Reference Sample size
(n)

Stimulation
type

Parameter
location

Parameter
intensity

Duration Main outcome

Lang et al.
(2019)

60 (age:
18–45 years)

HD-tACS FP1, P2, P3,
PO7, P10

6 Hz, Fp1:
−0.62 mA, P2:
−0.99 mA,
P3: −0.14 mA,
P7: −0.24 mA,
P10: 2 mA (peak to
baseline)

10 min Consistent with our hypothesis,
improved AM performance was
observed in the TACS group, while
TDCS had no effect.

Berger et al.
(2018)

24 (12 females,
12 males, age:
18–30 years)

HD-tACS P3, P4 10 Hz/20 Hz, 1 mA 20 min After HD-tACS stimulation, the alpha
activity in the parietal lobe increased
significantly, and the concentration of
HbOxy in right hemisphere motor
cortex decreased significantly.

Wischnewski
et al. (2018)

11 (9 females,
2 males, age:
23.1 ± 3.4)

HD-tACS C3, T7, F3, Cz,
P3

20 Hz, 2 mA 15 min tACS can induce NMDAR-mediated
plasticity in the motor cortex.

Alekseichuk
et al. (2017)

25 (13 females,
12 males, age:
23.5 ± 2.9 years)

HD-tACS AF3, P3, AF4,
P4

6 Hz, 1 mA (peak to
baseline)

18 min A decrease in memory performance
and an increase in reaction time was
caused by frontoparietal
intra-hemispheric desynchronization.

Alekseichuk
et al. (2019b)

25 (13 female,
12 males, age:
18–28 years)

HD-tACS P4, T8, C2,
CP1, Oz

4 Hz, 3 mA 20 min Stimulation over the right posterior brain
area augmented subsequent long-term
recognition memory.

Khatoun et al.
(2018)

13 (4 females,
9 males, age:
24 ± 5)

HD-tACS C3, C1, C5,
CP3, FC3/C4,
C2, C6, CP4,
FC4/Pz, Oz,
Pz, PO4, PO3

10 Hz, 5 mA 12 min High-amplitude focused HD-tACS can
entrain physiological tremor.

Reinhart (2017) 97 (45 females,
52 males)

HD-tACS MFC, lPFC 6 Hz, 1 mA 20 min Executive functions can be rapidly up-
or downregulated by modulating theta
phase coupling of distant frontal cortical
areas

Zoefel et al.
(2019)

19 (8 females,
11 males, age:
21 ± 2 years)

HD-tACS T7, T8 3.125 Hz, 1.2 mA 19 min tACS induces speech perception
modulation, but only if the stimulation
was applied bilaterally using ring
electrodes (not for unilateral left
hemisphere stimulation with square
electrodes).

Helfrich et al.
(2014)

14 (8 females,
6 males, age:
27.5 ± 6.7 years)

HD-tACS C3, C4, O1,
O2/P7, PO7,
P8, PO8

40 Hz, 1 mA 20 min In-phase stimulation enhanced
synchronization of inter-hemispheric
functional connectivity, and anti-phase
stimulation impaired functional coupling.

Schwab et al.
(2019)

24 (12 female,
12 males, age:
26 ± 4)

HD-tACS P7, PO7, P8,
PO8

9.5–10.5 Hz, 2 mA 13 min Global pre–post stimulation changes in
EEG connectivity were larger after
in-phase stimulation than after
anti-phase or jittered-phase stimulation.

Popp et al.
(2019)

28 (14 females,
14 males,
mean age:
24.4 years)

HD-tACS C3, C4, CP3,
CP4, P3,
P4/T7, T8, TP7,
TP8, P7, P8

1–7.5 Hz, 1 mA 20 min TACS and sham conditions did not
differ regarding their reaction times in
response to target stimuli or their
event-related spectral perturbation
(ERSP) at stimulation frequency.

Tomer et al.
(2018)

62 HD-tACS F3, F4, C3, C4,
P3, P4, O1, O2

Determined by a
staircase procedure

20 min Alpha oscillations did not increase after
HD-tACS relative to the sham condition.

Nguyen et al.
(2018)

32 (16 females,
16 males, mean
age: 24 years)

HD-tACS MFC, right lPFC 6 Hz, 1 mA 20 min HD-tACS with participants’ eyes open
improved learning ability relative to
sham stimulation, whereas HD-tACS
with participants’ eyes closed had no
significant effect on behavior.

Deng et al.
(2019)

38 (28 females,
10 males, age:
18–24 years)

HD-tACS P2, CP2, P4,
Pz, PO4

10 Hz/6 Hz, 1.5 mA 20 min Parietal alpha brain stimulation affects
top-down control of auditory spatial
attention with causal, frequency,
hemispherical and task-specific effects.
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TABLE 2 | Interference modulation electrical stimulation.

Reference Sample Stimulation
type

Parameter
location

Parameter
stimulation

Duration Main outcome

Alekseichuk
et al. (2019a)

Two non-human
primates

Phase-shifted
tACS

Middle forehead,
left occipital area,
left temporal area

0.1 mA
(peak-to-baseline),
10 Hz, the phase of the
stimulation currents
starts from 0◦ phase up
to 360◦ in 15◦ steps.

Each
stimulation
condition lasted
for 30 s with a
ramp up/down
time of 5 s

Describe a previously
unreported capability of
multi-electrode TACS to
generate “traveling wave”
electric fields in the brain.

Haslacher et al.
(2020)

7 humans
(3 females, 4 males,
age: 22–28 years)

AM-tACS Over CPz and
below Oz

2 mA, 500 Hz carrier
and 10 Hz envelope
signal

4.5 min SASS can be used to
establish adaptive
(closed-loop) AM-tACS

Grossman et al.
(2017)

Mouse: C57BL/6 B
and CK-p25

Temporally
interfering
stimulation

AP: −2 mm, ML:
−0.25 mm, AP:
−2 mm, ML:
2.75 mm

2 kHz/2.01 kHz,
125 µA,

20 min By altering the currents
delivered to a set of
immobile electrodes, we
can directly evoke different
motor patterns in living
mice.

Vöröslakos
et al. (2018)

16 females, 3 males
Long-Evans rats,
8 male Wistar rats

Intersectional
short pulse
stimulation

3 mm posterior
from Bregma and
2 mm lateral of the
midline

Varying frequencies (10,
100, and 1,000 Hz) at
varying amplitudes (10,
20, 50, 100, and
200 µA)

When high-intensity current
is injected into the brain,
the charge density and
sensation on the scalp
surface are relatively low.

Vöröslakos
et al. (2018)

19 healthy humans Intersectional
short pulse
stimulation

12 stimulation
electrodes (six on
each side) were
placed around the
head

ISP stimulation
consisted of a train of
1-Hz sinusoids with
increasing and
decreasing intensity (0,
1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 6,
4.5, 3, 1.5, or 0 mA per
cycle)

720 s ISP stimulation at sufficient
stimulus intensity
(4.5–6 mA) can bring about
stimulus phase-dependent
amplitude modulation of the
EEG signals.

At present, there are no adverse reactions when HD-tACS
is used in the human body. For interference modulation
stimulation, the situation is more complicated (Zhao et al., 2017).
Most interference modulation methods have only been verified
in rodents, so safety in humans remains to be verified, but
some subjects have felt pain when ISP stimulation was tested in
humans. This requires us to establish an optimal current and
electrodes to make electrical stimulation both physiologically
effective and safe in the human body. In addition, for interference
modulation, the spatial target of the interference field in the deep
structure of the human brain will be further complicated by the
anatomy of the head and brain tissue. The orientation method
based on multiple stimulation electrodes originally developed
for a low-frequency electric field needs to be extended and
verified before it can be applied to a high-frequency field
(Opitz and Tyler, 2017). In addition, it should be noted that
a variety of factors may affect the ultimate clinical efficacy of
the optimized tACS method in psychological and neurological
diseases; further studies should focus on individual differences in
specific diseases (for example, mental state, treatment resistance,
and disease severity; Kekic et al., 2016). This requires us to
pay special attention to the design of experimental groups
when designing experiments to verify the optimized methods
of tACS. In addition, recent studies reported that participants
could distinguish between sham stimulation and transcranial
current stimulation (Greinacher et al., 2019). Therefore, we

should pay special attention to the design of the control group
when designing a clinical trial.

Ethics
Before the clinical application of these alternating current
stimulation methods, we should maintain a good critical
attitude towards these new technologies. Even non-invasive
neuroregulatory techniques are not toys and can have
unintended neuropsychological consequences (Bikson et al.,
2013). We should support the standardized sociology of
biological knowledge, which can benefit from the principles
of justice, kindness, and non-harm, as well as the concept
of human rights (Petersen, 2013). Since we currently do not
understand the intricacies of brain regulation and its effects
on cognitive processes and body function, we should at least
verify that these methods are harmless before applying them.
This requires us not only to conduct further preclinical research
in relevant animal models but also to verify the outcomes with
brain imaging methods to prevent possible adverse results. The
main advantages of alternating current stimulation are that it is
not invasive (non-invasive brain stimulation does not require
general anesthesia, resulting in fewer complications than invasive
brain stimulation), reversible (neuroregulation can be stopped
immediately if there is a problem), and adaptable/flexible (brain
targets and/or stimulation parameters can be easily and quickly
modified; Val-Laillet et al., 2015). However, since many of the
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of different tACS improvement methods.

Method Purpose of
improvement

Number of
stimulation
electrodes

Stimulus signal parameters Stimulus
focus

Stimulus
intensity

Stimulation
artifact

Stimulating effect

Frequency Amplitude

HD-tACS Increase
targeting
accuracy

4 cathode and
1 anode or
4 anode and
1 cathode

Alpha band and
theta band

1–2 mA Precision Medium Medium Compared with that of traditional tACS,
the stimulation intensity of the
stimulation area is higher and the
stimulation is more focused

Phase-shifted
tACS

Change the
stimulus phase
to affect the
connectivity of
the stimulated
brain region

3 Alpha band and
theta band

1–2 mA General Medium Medium The magnitude of the electric field is
different under different stimulation
phases, and the electric field intensity
under the reversed-phase condition is
significantly higher than that under the
same phase stimulation condition
(2–2.3 times).

AM-tACS Reduce
stimulus
artifacts

3 Modulated signal:
Alpha band and
theta band. Carrier:
hundreds of Hz

1–2 mA General
(existing
diffuse
stimulation)

Medium Low Stimulation artifacts can be reduced to
the extent that tACS is not applied

Temporally
interfering
stimulation

Reduce
stimulus
diffusion and
stimulate
directly into
deep brain
areas.

4 Thousands of Hz 100–400 µA
(mice)

Precision Low Low Through interference, stimulation can
be directly applied to the region of
interest to reduce the effect on the
cortex, and the focus of the stimulation
can be changed by changing the
stimulation current rather than the
position of the electrode.

Intersectional
Short Pulse
Stimulation

Enhance focus
and increase
the amplitude
of the stimulus

Multiple pairs of
electrodes

1–1,000 Hz 1–7.5 mA General
(existing
diffuse
stimulation)

High Medium The current intensity can be much
higher than that of the above
stimulation methods while keeping the
charge density and sensation on the
scalp surface relatively low.
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above methods are only based on experiments on rodents, we
must accurately study them further to balance the costs and
advantages of each method.

At present, one of the most commonly used directions of
the above methods is to change memory ability through neural
modulation. Surveys show that many college students use Ritalin
and other ‘‘learning drugs’’ without a prescription, hoping to
improve their attention and memory even if they are not
diagnosed with mental disorders (Farah, 2015). If the above
electrical stimulation is proven to have a modulating effect on
memory function and is used clinically, it is likely to be used
recklessly by people without proper guidance or information,
resulting in potentially harmful effects. In addition, alternating
current electrical stimulation as a form of non-invasive electrical
stimulation may affect one’s mood, attention, reasoning, and
social behavior (Hamilton et al., 2011). When the improved
method is extended to clinical trials, we must consider the above
aspects that occur after stimulation. Although the improved
methods of alternating current electrical stimulation mentioned
above are all designed to enhance the focus of stimulation,
non-target stimulation is still a worrying problem (Davis and
van Koningsbruggen, 2013). Changing cognition by targeting the
structure of the brain can have unwanted side effects, reduce
expected results, and even lead to contradictory reactions.

Perspectives for the Future
Generally, there is no perfect explanation of the mechanism to
prove whether the above improved tACS methods are effective.
First, animal experiments are essential. Key mechanistic insights
can be obtained from animal studies that examine different forms
of electrical stimulation or investigate other results that cannot
be achieved in humans (Zhao et al., 2017). Meanwhile, in the
human body, comprehensive techniques such as transcranial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), electroencephalogram
(EEG) recordings, and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) can also help us to better understand the mechanism
of electrical stimulation of the brain. Neuling points out that
due to the electrical characteristics of tACS itself, the artifacts
of tACS make it impossible to parse EEG signals under the
condition of tACS (Neuling et al., 2016). Hyvarinen combined
tACS with MEG and used MEG to observe auditory evoked
steady-state activity under tACS conditions (Hyvarinen et al.,
2018). In contrast, fMRI is the easiest method to combine with
tACS. Neubauer combined θ tACS with fMRI to analyze the
brain changes induced by prickles (Neubauer et al., 2017). Chen
analyzed the role of 10-Hz and 20-Hz tACS in the integration

and isolation of chronic stroke networks by fMRI (Chen et al.,
2021). These studies point out a direction for us to explore
the mechanism of tACS from various angles in the future. In
addition, in human experiments, it is also important to choose
different markers to explore the therapeutic effect of electrical
stimulation on different diseases. Takeyama found that electrical
stimulation could induce a unique positive evoked potential,
called ‘‘widespread P1’’ (P1w). In the future, this newly evoked
potential may provide a new opportunity to evaluate its clinical
application as a biomarker of memory disorders in neurological
diseases with various memory disorders, such as Alzheimer’s
disease (Takeyama et al., 2019).

The current results show that to enhance the stimulation
intensity and accuracy of tACS, the methods of improving
tACS can be divided into high-definition electrical stimulation
methods and interference modulation electrical stimulation
methods. Since the mechanism of HD-tACS is consistent with
that of tACS, there are many discussions about the application
of HD-tACS in the human body. However, many interference
modulation methods have not yet entered the stage of in vivo
experiments or animal experiments. This is also a future research
direction of the two methods. High-frequency tACS stimulation
can be used to design retinal nerve stimulators, which have new
applications in the treatment of visual loss (Barriga-Rivera et al.,
2017). In addition, the optimized tACS method can be combined
with other stimulation methods to achieve a better stimulation
effect. For example, a new electrode was added to the HD-tACS
method to change the electric field distribution in the stimulated
cortex (Tashiro et al., 2020). Alternatively, visual stimulation can
be combined with electrical stimulation to achieve higher spatial
resolution and stimulate deep neurons (Xiao et al., 2019).
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